
Seondary struture predition byIndutive Logi ProgrammingIgor Mozeti�Center for Applied Mathematis and Theoretial PhysisUniversity of MariborKrekova 2, 2000 Maribor, Sloveniaigor.mozeti�uni-mb.siNovember 1998Indutive Logi Programming (ILP) is an approah to learning from exam-ples. One spei�es learning examples in terms of attributes (ontinuous ordisrete) and the result of learning are rules in human-readable form. Wehave implemented ALF - an ILP system designed to learn from sequentialdata. ALF is an extension of the well-known learning program C4.5 [1℄ whihprodues rules in the form of deision trees. The main advantage of ALF isits exibility and the ability to eÆiently handle large quantities of data (inthe order of 100.000 learning examples and 1000 attributes). Flexibility al-lows the user to easily extend the set of attributes (e.g., by extending thewindow size), introdue new attributes (e.g., hydrophobiity, polarity, sizeof residues), or even use previously learned rules as new attributes. Themain di�erene to the neural network or nearest neighbour learning is thatthe result of learning are expliit rules. A possible disadvantage is that inthe rules, only a relevant, non-redundant subset of attributes is used andtherefore redundant information annot be suÆiently exploited.While ALF is a general purpose system for learning from sequential data, wehave applied it to the protein seondary struture predition problem. Wehave taken a subset of the PDB as spei�ed by the June 1998 release of PDB-1



selet ([2℄, 25% sequene identity threshold) for whih DSSP [3℄ assigned se-ondary struture without errors. The subset omprises 887 sequene uniqueprotein hains with 189.718 residues. For all the residues we �rst obtainedthe PHD server [4, 5℄ seondary struture assignments with reliability indexR (0-9). We formed attributes with values of PHD preditions for H if R �3, L if R � 4, E if R � 5, and unassigned otherwise. We took the windowsize of � 6 residues, and additionally formed new attributes in terms of thedistane to the nearest H, L, or E residue. In order to prevent over�tting thedata, the redued-error pruning [1℄ with on�dene level CF = 1% was usedfor learning the rules. 7-fold ross validation on the set of 887 hains yieldedauray Q3 = 72.1 � 9.7% and segment overlap SOV [Zemla & Venlovas℄= 67 � 14%. Inremental learning from the whole dataset was then used tosubmit preditions for the CASP3 targets.Referenes[1℄ Quinlan,J.R. (1993) C4.5: Programs for mahine learning, MorganKaufmann.[2℄ Hobohm,U. & Sander,C. (1994) Enlarged representative set of proteinstrutures, Protein Siene 3, 522.[3℄ Kabsh,W. & Sander,C. (1983) Ditionary of protein seondary stru-ture: Pattern reognition of hydrogen bonded and geometrial features,Biopolymers 22, 2577-2637.[4℄ Rost,B. & Sander,C. (1993) Predition of protein seondary strutureat better then 70[5℄ Rost,B. & Sander,C. (1994) Combining evolutionary information andneural networks to predit protein seondary struture, Proteins 19, 55-72.
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